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Abstract
In simultaneous translation, translation begins before the
speaker has finished speaking. In its evaluation, we have to
consider the latency of the translation in addition to the quality,
with latency preferably as small as possible for users to compre-
hend what the speaker says with a small delay. Existing latency
metrics focus on when the translation starts but do not consider
adequately when the translation ends. This means such metrics
do not penalize the latency caused by a long translation output,
which delays user comprehension. In this work, we propose
a novel latency evaluation metric called Average Token Delay
(ATD) that focuses on the end timings of partial translations in
simultaneous translation. We discuss the advantage of ATD us-
ing simulated examples and investigate the differences between
ATD and Average Lagging with simultaneous translation exper-
iments.
Index Terms: simultaneous translation, latency evaluation

1. Introduction
Machine translation (MT) has evolved rapidly using recent neu-
ral network techniques and is now widely used both for written
and spoken languages. MT for speech is a very attractive appli-
cation for translating various conversations, lecture talks, etc.
For smooth real-time speech communication across languages,
speech MT should run in real-time and incrementally without
waiting for the end of an input utterance as in consecutive inter-
pretation. While the translation quality can improve by waiting
for later inputs as the context, it should result in longer latency.
This quality-latency trade-off is the most important issue in si-
multaneous MT.

Most recent simultaneous MT studies use BLEU [1] for
evaluating the quality and Average Lagging [2] for the latency.
AL is based on the number of input words that have become
available when starting a translation and measures its average
over all the timings of generating partial translations. It is very
suitable for wait-k [2] that waits for k input tokens before start-
ing the translation and then repeats to read and write one token
alternately.

This work focuses on a problem of AL. AL does not suf-
ficiently consider the cases where chunk-level outputs are gen-
erated at a time and give smaller latency values for them than
one-by-one cases like wait-k. In addition, AL has a critical flaw
that AL can be negative when the chunk-level outputs become
longer, although the latency should not be negative.

Suppose we have a pair of seven input tokens and seven
output tokens and apply two different simultaneous policies to
this pair as shown in Figure 1: wait-3 and chunk-3 that writes
three tokens after reading three tokens. Figure 2 illustrates a
situation where one input or output token requires one unit time

Wait-3
SRC SRC SRC SRC SRC SRC SRC

TGT TGT TGT TGT TGT TGT  TGT

Chunk-3
SRC SRC SRC SRC SRC SRC SRC

TGT TGT TGT TGT TGT TGT TGT

1         2       3       4      5      6       7      8      9     10     11    12      13     14        

Figure 1: wait-3 and chunk-3 in a step-wise view.

Wait-3
SRC SRC SRC / SRC / SRC / SRC / SRC /

TGT / TGT / TGT / TGT / TGT TGT  TGT

Chunk-3
SRC SRC SRC / SRC  SRC  SRC  /  SRC

TGT   TGT   TGT  / TGT   TGT TGT / TGT

1        2        3        4        5         6         7        8      9 10

Figure 2: wait-3 and chunk-3 in a time-synchronous view.

to speak, ignoring computation time for simplicity. These poli-
cies are equivalent to each other, from the viewpoint of latency
in this situation. However, AL for wait-3 is 15

5
= 3 and that

for chunk-3 is 13
7
≈ 1.857; the equation of AL is explained

in Section 2. AL tends to give a small latency value for such
a long chunk-level output. However, a long output delays the
start of the translation of later parts and makes the listener feel
the delay. This problem becomes more severe when we need
speech outputs because the speech outputs must be sequential.
Therefore, the length of a translation output has a large effect on
delay and should be included in the latency measurement. This
observation suggests the need of another latency metric to cope
with such situations.

We propose a novel latency metric called Average Token
Delay (ATD) 1 that focuses on the end timings of partial transla-
tions. ATD generalizes the latency measurement for simultane-
ous translation both with speech and text outputs and works in-
tuitively for chunk-based outputs that are not properly handled
by AL as presented above. We present some simulation results
to show the characteristics of ATD clearly and also demonstrate
its effectiveness through simultaneous translation experiments.

2. Existing Latency Metric for
Simultaneous Translation

Gu et al.[3] proposed a latency metric called Consecutive Wait
(CW) to measure the local delay. Since CW is not originally
an average measure of the latency, Ma et al.[2] used a step-wise
CW. The average CW result in the same value for the follow-

1ATD will be implemented in https://github.com/
facebookresearch/SimulEval



ing two extreme cases: (1) all the output tokens are generated
after reading all input tokens and (2) all the output tokens are
generated after reading only the first input token. Cho et al.[4]
proposed Average Proportion (AP). AP differs with the change
of the sequence length for the same simultaneous translation
policy and is not intuitive for the latency metric.

Ma et al.[2] proposed Average Lagging (AL). AL is denoted
as follows:

ALg(x,y) =
1

τg(|x|)

τg(|x|)∑
τ=1

(
g(τ)− τ − 1

r

)
. (1)

x is the input sentence and y is its translation. g(τ) is a
monotonic non-decreasing function representing the number of
source words read to predict the τ -th target word. r is the length
ratio defined as |y|/|x|. τg(|x|) is the cut-off step defined as
follows:

τg(|x|) = min{τ | g(τ) = |x|} (2)

meaning the index of the output token predicted right after the
observation of the entire source sentence.

AL solves the problem of AP mentioned above by focus-
ing on the difference from the ideal policy based on the length
ratio. However, AL still suffers from unintuitive latency mea-
surement because AL can be negative when the model finishes
the translation before reading the entire input due to the subtrac-
tion term. Ma et al.[5] modified AL by changing the calculation
of the length ratio r based on the length of the reference transla-
tion. Papi et al.[6] proposed Length-Adaptive Average Lagging
(LAAL) that uses the longer one between the reference and out-
put. These modifications do not completely avoid negative val-
ues when the model generates a long partial output faster than
the ideal policy. Arivazhagan et al.[7] proposed another variant,
Differentiable Average Lagging (DAL), for optimizing simul-
taneous translation model. Iranzo-Sánchez et al.[8] proposed a
method to calculate AL for a streaming input in a segmentation-
free manner.

3. Proposed Metric: Average Token Delay
We propose a novel latency metric called Average Token Delay
(ATD). We start from the latency measurement using ATD in
case of simultaneous speech-to-speech MT and then generalize
it for speech-to-text and text-to-text cases.

3.1. ATD for simultaneous speech-to-speech translation

Figure 3 illustrates a step-by-step workflow of simultaneous
speech-to-speech MT. The white boxes represent fixed-length
speech segments, the orange ones represent the processing time
to encode prefix inputs and to judge whether prefix translations
can be predicted there, and the blue ones represent decoding
time. Intuitively, ATD is the average time difference between
the points of the same color (black, red, and white).

Suppose we have an input x and an output y segmented
into C chunks x = x1,x2, ...,xC and y = y1,y2, ...,yC ,
respectively. An input chunk xc is what is observed after the
previous judgment for the prefix translation yc−1 and is used
to predict yc. In the case of text, each chunk consists of sub-
segments with words, subwords, or characters. In the case of
speech, we divide each chunk into sub-segments of 0.3 seconds
long from the beginning of the chunk, assuming one word is
uttered in 0.3 seconds. Through this segmentation, the input and
output sentences can be represented as a series of sub-segments
x = x1, ..., x|x|, y = y1, ..., y|y| respectively.

1. Policy : READ

2. Policy : WRITE

5. Decode and Output 
speech segment

4. Policy : WRITE 

3. Decode and Output 
speech  segment

6 . Policy : READ

src
tgt

src
tgt

src
tgt

src
tgt

src
tgt

src
tgt

7 . Policy : WRITEsrc
tgt

8 . Decode and Output
speech segment

src

tgt
T (y1) T (y2) T (y3)

T (xa(1)) T (xa(2)) T (xa(3))

Figure 3: Step-by-step example of simultaneous speech-to-
speech MT

ATD is defined as follows:

ATD(x,y) =
1

|y|

|y|∑
t=1

(
T (yt)− T (xa(t))

)
(3)

where

a(t) =

{
s(t) if s(t) ≤ Lacc(x

c(t))

Lacc(x
c(t)) otherwise

(4)

s(t) = t−max(Lacc(y
c(t)−1)− Lacc(x

c(t)−1), 0) (5)

T (·) in Eq. (3) represents the ending time of each token,
which is shown as colored points in Figure 3. a(t) represents
the index of the input token corresponding to yt. Lacc(x

c) =∑c
j=1 |x

j | is the cumulative length up to the c-th chunk, and
Lacc(x

0) = 0. Lacc(y
c) is defined similarly. c(t) denotes the

chunk number c to which yt belongs. As shown in Eq. (5), if the
previous translation prefix is longer than the previous input pre-
fix, s(t) becomes smaller than the output index t, which means
the previous long output makes the time difference between the
input token and the corresponding output token larger. ATD is
guaranteed not to become negative in any conditions due to the
nature of these equations.

ATD is the average delay of output sub-segments against
their corresponding input sub-segments, considering the latency
required for inputs and outputs. Although the input-output cor-
respondence does not necessarily mean semantic equivalence,
especially for language pairs with large differences in their word
order and the numbers of tokens, we use this simplified formu-
lation for the latency measurement as same as AL.

Figure 4 shows examples to explain the term in max op-
erator in Eq. (5). In Figure 4a, Suppose we measure the token
delay on y5. y5 is in the second output chunk, so c(5) = 2.
Since Lacc(y

1) = Lacc(x
1) = 3, we obtain a(5) = s(5) =

5 − 0 = 5 ≤ Lacc(x
2) = 5, and therefore y5 corresponds

to x5. In Figure 4b, Suppose we measure the token delay
on y2. y2 is in the second output chunk, so c(2) = 2. Since
Lacc(y

1)− Lacc(x
1) = 1− 3 < 0, we obtain a(2) = s(2) =

2− 0 = 2 ≤ Lacc(x
2) = 5, therefore y2 corresponds to x2. In

Figure 4c, the first output chunk is longer: Lacc(y
1) = 4. This

results in a(5) = s(5) = 5 − 1 = 4 ≤ Lacc(x
2) = 5, so y5

corresponds to x4.



← Lacc(x
1)→

x1 x2

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5
y1 y2

← Lacc(y
1)→

(a) Lacc(yc(t)−1)− Lacc(xc(t)−1) = 0 (t = 5)

← Lacc(x
1)→

x1 x2

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5
y1 y2

→ ← Lacc(y
1)

(b) Lacc(yc(t)−1)− Lacc(xc(t)−1) < 0 (t = 2)

← Lacc(x
1)→

x1 x2

x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6
y1 y2

←− Lacc(y
1) −→

(c) Lacc(yc(t)−1)− Lacc(xc(t)−1) > 0 (t = 5)

Figure 4: Examples for the explanation of Eq. (5)

Figure 5 shows examples to explain Eq. (4). In Figure 5a,
we measure the token delay on y3. Here, we obtain s(t) = 3 ≤
Lacc(x

1) = 3, so y3 corresponds to x3. Figure 5b, we measure
the token delay on y4. Here, we obtain s(t) = 4 > Lacc(x

1) =
3, so y4 corresponds to x3.

3.2. ATD for simultaneous {speech,text}-to-text transla-
tion

Figure 6 illustrates the latency measurement for speech-to-text
simultaneous translation, where the output duration can be ig-
nored. Figure 7 is the one for text-to-text simultaneous transla-
tion. We reserve input duration here because input for text-to-
text simultaneous translation comes from speech via automatic
speech recognition (ASR), in most cases. The input duration
reflects ASR computation time.

3.3. Non-computation-aware ATD

We sometimes use the latency measurement independent of the
computation time for estimating ideal situations that are not in-
fluenced by the performance of computers and the efficiency of
implementations. In Figures 3, 6, and 7, we remove the orange,
blue and yellow parts and only include the duration of speech
segments to calculate delay. However, this means all the terms
in text-to-text translation become 0. We follow the conventional
step-wise latency measurement as CW and AP by letting each
input and output word spend one step as shown in Figure 8.
Also, we assume the model can read the next input and output
the partial translation in parallel as shown in Figure 2.

4. Simulation
Before presenting the latency measurement experiments using
real data, we show simulation results comparing AL and ATD
in different conditions in simultaneous text-to-text translation.

← Lacc(x
1)→

x1

x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3
y1

← Lacc(y
1)→

(a) s(t) ≤ Lacc(yc(t)) (t = 3)

← Lacc(x
1)→

x1

x1 x2 x3

y1 y2 y3 y4
y1

←− Lacc(y
1) −→

(b) s(t) > Lacc(yc(t)) (t = 4)

Figure 5: Example for the explanation of Eq. (4)

Figure 6: Summary view for latency measurement for simulta-
neous speech-to-text translation

4.1. Comparison of Wait-k and Chunk-k

We assume that the numbers of tokens of the input and output
are both 40. We compare the latency measurement by AL and
ATD where the hyperparameter k for wait-k and chunk-k varies
from 1 to 40. Here, for simplicity, we assume the length of input
and output chunks are the same for chunk-k until the prediction
of the end-of-sentence token.

Figure 9 indicates the gap between wait-k and chunk-
k by AL mentioned in section 1, while ATD results in the
same values for them as shown in Figure 10. One serious
problem raised here is the large jump in AL at k = 40.
For example, in the case of chunk-39, AL uses r = 1,
τgchunk-39(|x|) = 40, gchunk-39(τ) = 39 (1 ≤ τ ≤ 39), and
gchunk-39(τ) = 40 (τ = 40). Then the AL value becomes
1
40

{(∑39
τ=1 τ

)
+ 1

}
= 781

40
= 19.525. However, in the case

of chunk-40, gchunk-40(τ) = 40 for all τ and τgchunk-40(|x|) = 1
according to Equation 2. As a result, the AL value becomes
40. This phenomenon comes from the definition of the cut-off
step described in Section 4.2 by Ma et al.[2], where they assume
later outputs derive no further delays.

4.2. Translation example

Figure 11 shows examples of chunk-based simultaneous trans-
lation for the input I bought a pen. by three different models.

Model 1 waits for the whole input sentence and results in
the largest delay and the highest translation quality.

Model 2 has a smaller delay than Model 1 because it can
segment the input after observing I. The segmentation enables
the model to generate a partial translation but causes quality
degradation due to the lack of context.

Model 3 works similarly to Model 2 for the input segmenta-
tion but outputs a longer segment for I. This causes large quality
degradation by over-translation.

Regarding the latency of these three models, AL is the



Figure 7: Summary view
for latency measurement
for simultaneous text-to-text
translation

Figure 8: Summary view
for non-computation-aware
latency measurement for
simultaneous text-to-text
translation
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Figure 9: Latency measure-
ment by AL
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Figure 10: Latency mea-
surement by ATD

smallest for Model 3 and decreases largely from Model 1 to
Model 2; they are not intuitive as discussed so far. In contrast,
ATD results in reasonable latency values considering the delay
caused by the outputs.

5. Analyses
We conducted analyses on actual simultaneous translation re-
sults to investigate the effectiveness of ATD. Note that the anal-
yses here were conducted on simultaneous text-to-text transla-
tion for simplicity.

5.1. Data

We used the data from the IWSLT evaluation campaign for
English-to-Geman simultaneous translation. We used WMT
2014 training set (4.5 M sentence pairs) for pre-training and
IWSLT 2017 training set (206 K sentence pairs) for fine-tuning.
The development set consists of dev2010, tst2010, tst2011 and
tst2012 (5,589 sentence pairs in total), and the evaluation set is
tst2015 (1,080 sentence pairs).

We compared wait-k [2], Meaningful Unit [9], Incremen-
tal Constitute Label Prediction [10], and Prefix Alignment [11],
following the the experimental settings in the literature [11].

5.2. Results

As shown in Figures 12 and 13, ATD demonstrated clear differ-
ences in delay among models compared to AL. MU and ICLP
were affected by the change in the latency metric. We ana-
lyzed their results in detail and found this degradation was due
to over-translation as suggested by the observations of length
ratio results shown in Figure 14. This phenomenon is the same
as what happened with Model 3 in subsection 4.2. MU and
ICLP generated long translations exceeding the length ratio of
1.0 when they worked with small latency. One interesting find-
ing here is the correlation between BLEU and ATD by MU;
larger latency did not always result in better BLEU. It is be-
cause over-translation increases ATD, but decreases BLEU at
the same time. In contrast, wait-k is a strategy that generates

Model 1 
ATD:5.4, AL:5.0, Quality: 1st
I bought a pen . /

私 は ペン を 買っ た 。
1 2         3  4    5   6   7    8       9   10     11 12

Model 2
ATD:3.4, AL:1.6, Quality: 2nd
I / bought a  pen .  /

私 。 / ペン を 買っ た 。
1  2           3  4    5    6       7    8       9  10

Model 3
ATD:4.1, AL:0.8, Quality: 3rd
I / bought a  pen       . /

私 で ござい ます 。/ペン を 買っ た 。
1 2         3    4          5      6    7      8   9      10  11

20220307変更
Model 2 AL 1.1->1.6

Figure 11: Translation example
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Figure 12: Latency mea-
surement by AL
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Figure 13: Latency mea-
surement by ATD
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Figure 14: Length ratio and AL

one output token at a time and can avoid such an issue. PA also
worked well with the latency measurement by ATD because it
fine-tunes the translation model to avoid over-translation.

6. Conclusion
We proposed a novel latency metric ATD for simultaneous ma-
chine translation, which addresses the problem in the latency
evaluation for a chunk-based model by taking the output length
into account. ATD gives a large latency value to a long output
based on the assumption that the output also causes a delay, dif-
ferent from AL. We revealed the effectiveness of ATD through
the analyses of simulation and actual translation results com-
pared with AL.

Future work includes studies on semantics-oriented latency
measurement not just focusing on timing information without
any consideration about the delivery of contents.
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